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Performance! Release 12.6325  
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce an interim release of Performance! the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this 
release. 
  
Issues Fixed 
 
Issue # 0014679, 0014611, 0014627, 0014263, 0014717, 0014718, 0014719, 0014682, 
0013140, 0004292, 0014636, 0014720, 0014686, 0014421 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
0014679 - RG Actuator, Tubed DA: The Tubed DA check box has been removed from 
the Sizing screen. For any older records created with Tubed DA selected, Performance! 
now automatically removes the Tube DA calculations from the actuator forces. In short, 
the Tubed DA calculations are not considered now.  

0014611 - Parts List, Format: The parts list sheet has been formatted to display the 
part numbers of bigger length as in case of Valtek GS. Also, the font size of the text in 
the parts list sheet has been reduced and word wrapping has been disabled for the 
parts description. 
 
0014263 - Purchase Order Field: The length of the Purchase Order field has been 
increased to enter 60 characters. Now, users will be able to enter more characters in 
this field.  
 
0014717 - Positioner Sub: The rules have been implemented and certification data has 
been entered to enable the selection of the Positioner Sub more accurately.  
 

0014718 - Logix 3400, Positioner Feedback: The 4-20mA Feedback/Remote 
Mounting option has been rule blocked for Logix 3400 positioner. Earlier, it was 
available for selection. 
 
0014719 - Import, Customer Destination Details:  After importing a DB file, the Valve 
Manager displays details of the imported customer’s destination details. Earlier, the 
Valve Manager would display the current Customer details. 
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0014682 - Tag Numbers Supplement - The Tag Number Supplement sheet has been 
modified to print all tag numbers when quantity of valves exceeds 80. This sheet is 
printed along with Spec sheet. Earlier, printed sheet was limited to display maximum of 
80 tag numbers. 
 
0013140 - FlowPro, Actuator Sizing: An issue was raised stating that at Villach site, 
Performance! allowed the selection of undersized actuator for FlowPro valve. The 
smallest actuator which could be fitted was 502 size. This issue is fixed and now 
Performance! selects correct actuator with the FlowPro valve.  
 
0004292 - FlowTop and FlowPro, SIL: The SIL levels have been included for FlowTop 
and FlowPro valves at Villach site. For these SIL certified valves with FlowAct actuator, 
the reduced maximum stem forces have been implemented in Performance!.  
 

0014636 - Achieved Performance! Projects: The location for saving archived 
Performance! projects has been updated to c:\perform\ArchieveDir location. This allows 
the archived projects to be saved at the same location. 
 
0014720 - Mark 100, Soft Seat: A user raised an issue about not able to select soft 
seat while sizing Mark 100 valve. As a result, the ‘Stem Data not found’ error was 
appearing and the sizing was not done correctly. This issue is resolved now. Now, on 
selecting the soft seat material, stem data is fetched properly and calculations are done 
properly. 
 
0014686 - Volume Tank, Default size: A user raised an issue stating that the Actuator 
sizing screen was displaying 120 as the default volume tank size. Also, the volume tank 
sizes 6 and 10 were always rule blocked in the Specification Screen in spite of selecting 
them in Sizing screen. This issue is resolved and now the Actuator sizing screen 
displays Blank as the default volume tank size. Also, volume tank of 6 and 10 sizes are 
available now in Specification screen as well. 
 

 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
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